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St. Paul DOG TRAINING CLUB
NEWSLETTER

President’s Perspective

by Phil Rustad

It’s hard to believe I’m writing this, but our year
is already coming to an end. There is only one
more newsletter before our annual banquet, which
means it’s time to start thinking about nominating
new Board Members. Here’s how it works:
Each of the nine Regular Board Members serves
a three-year term, with our two Alternate Members serving one year. This means that three of the
three-year seats and both the one-year seats are up
every year. This gives us continuity of six returning members and the fresh blood of up to five new
members. At least, that’s the theory.
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President’s Perspective (cont.)
and expense of running one of the best dog training facilities in the country. And that means we
still need you.
Several volunteer opportunities are coming up.
We desperately need stewards for our upcoming Obedience Trial. Please, contact Ron Halling,
Show Chair, or his daughter, Melissa, who is the
Stewarding Chair. You will get a volunteer credit
for banquet awards as well as a one-night training
voucher for your service.
Another volunteer opportunity is our annual
building maintenance day, date yet to be determined. We usually do this over the week we take
off from training, between Christmas and New
Year’s. Watch the website for details.

What really happens is that the same people are
elected over and over. While some of them really
want to stay on the board, some believe in term
limits and wish to serve only the one term they
were elected for. Here is where you come in.
Soon, we’ll have our nomination panel out asking people if they’d like to run. If you think you’d
like to give it a try, but you’re not sure you want to
commit to three years, agree to run for a one-year
term. If you have grand ideas you’d like to work
on, run for a three-year term. Campaign, make
bumper stickers, and come to the banquet with
lapel buttons and signs. Get elected and help the
club into the future.
On other topics, I’d like to say that this has been
an easy year for the club. No super big projects, no
unbelievable expenses. But that doesn’t mean we
can rest. We still have the day-to-day maintenance

Finally, I wanted to say something in memory of
a guy I’ve known for years. On Saturday, Sept. 11,
2010, Ted Beberg passed away. Ted was one of
our Beginning Obedience Instructors for years in
the late 80s through the mid 90s. He was the only
instructor we ever had, in my memory, who never
showed a dog in any venue. That didn’t keep him
from being a great instructor.
(cont. on page 2)
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President’s Perspective (cont.)

Think Like the Judge

(cont. from page 1)

by Sharon Hodgens-Wood

In addition to teaching at SPDTC, Ted taught in
the community education program at Edison H.S.
in North Minneapolis. After SPDTC moved to its
current location, Ted encountered some family
illness issues that made the drive from his home in
Spring Lake Park just too far to continue. Over the
years, he trained literally thousands of people in
Beginner Obedience.
As time passed, Ted stayed in touch with the club,
stopping by every once in a while. Some of you will
recall a recent story about an Iraq war vet who rescued and was able to send home a dog she found
injured and lost in that war zone. That was Ted’s
daughter and he was busting with pride for her.
She was married on Labor Day and the proud Dad
helped the new family load up a truck and drive
to Georgia. On Saturday morning, the 11th, his
daughter and new husband dropped Ted off at the
Atlanta Airport where he kissed everyone goodbye,
went inside and suffered a fatal heart attack.
To me, Ted personified the people who train and
show dogs all over the country. He was an “Everyman.” We are an eclectic group; you never know
who you are sitting next to at a class or a show.
They may be from any walk of life, any age. They
may be in a relationship or not, they may have
kids or not, they may be well off or not. It doesn’t
matter. At dog class, everyone is the same. That
is one of the best things about our sport. Ted was
a guy who impacted thousands of lives, raised a
cool family, owned his own business and always
cared about his students. We should all strive to be
remembered as well.
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A favorite admonition among obedience exhibitors
is “Never make a judge think.”
So what does a judge think? The sport of dog
obedience is all about conformity, and judges
form a picture of the perfect performance based
on the regulations we all follow when we show our
dogs in the obedience ring. No additional points
are awarded for originality. In fact, for better or
worse, originality always makes a judge think.
As an example, we’ve all seen a variety of hand
signals and most of them conform to the definition
in the regulations that states that the handler must
use a single gesture with one arm and hand only,
and the arm and hand must immediately return to
a natural position.

When we see a new variation we think the same
as the other exhibitors: “What was that?” Was it a
single gesture ? One arm and hand only? Returned
immediately to a natural position?
Remember, originality invites scrutiny and is more
likely to result in a point deduction. Likewise, in
the regulations the words “smooth,” “natural” and
“gentle” are used to describe handling in the ring.
Choreographed handling and complicated footwork
(cont. on page 3)
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(cont. from page 2)
will make the judge look a little more closely and
may make him think the handler is unduly aiding
his dog.
The term “brisk” is also used to describe the way
the dog and handler should move about the ring.
A team that is working slowly and hesitantly will
cause the judge to question whether the briskness
requirement is being met.
For the most part, there is no judging going on
between exercises, but that doesn't mean things
don't happen to make the judge think. Was that
pat on the dog’s back simply praise or did it help
get the dog sitting for the start of the exercise?
Most of us judges expect that exhibitors are honest
and not deliberately cheating, but when we see unusual handling between exercises we have to think
about a deduction whether it’s an honest mistake
or not.
The handler that has trouble getting his dog to
the start line and settled down for each exercise is
making the judge wonder if maybe the dog is not
under control. You definitely don’t want the judge
thinking about excusing you for having an unmanageable dog.
Other things that get us thinking are loud commands (is it too loud?) and is the leash loose
enough in the novice heel on leash exercise or does
it tighten occasionally even though the dog may
not be out of heel position?
When we check a dumbbell in the open class, does
it show chew marks? (Look for mouthing on the
retrieve.) Does the dog lag behind the handler
getting to the start line for the first exercise? (Not
scoreable but the judge may be expecting to see
lagging during the heeling exercise.) Does the
handler ruffle up the dog’s ears before the start of
a retrieve exercise? (Nothing wrong with that, but
the retrieve is often taught using an ear pinch...
makes you think.) And what about that tap on the

head to get the dog’s attention before the judge
gives the first command? A tap or more of a bonk?
Some things that happen in the ring make the
judge think in a more positive way. The handler
who is ready at ringside when its his turn and
enters briskly with the dog's attention makes the
judge expect a good performance. Likewise the
open or utility handler who knows to enter the
ring on leash and who doesn't leave the ring until
the leash is back on the dog, knows the heeling
pattern and where each exercise starts will make
the judge think this team will make fewer mistakes. It doesn't always turn out that way but a
good impression keeps the judge from thinking
about errors before he sees any.
Judges are working hard to help you and your dog
qualify with the best score possible. We are always
thinking about how our presence in the ring is
affecting your dog. We try to be as unobtrusive as
possible while giving commands and being in a position to score you fairly without getting too close.
Read the judges guidelines in your obedience regulations. If you are familiar with the recommendations given there, you will be less likely to do things
that cause the judge to think. Remember, we don't
have that much time to think through what to do
about an odd occurrence. We have to decide quickly
and move on—so the less thinking the better.
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Director of Training Update
By Ann Decker
With help from:
Ron Halling & Camay Blakely

Fall 2010
Summer is ending with mixed feelings all around.
Some are happy the heat, humidity and mosquitoes
are on their way out and others sad to see the long
days of sunlight end and winter on its inevitable way.
Thankfully, we can train our dogs all year round.
Over the summer, I have been working with Kristi
Portugue to assume the role of Director of Training
at SPDTC. I want to start by thanking Kristi for her
two-year tenure in that role. Over that time, Kristi
has worked hard to continually improveg training
options for SPDTC students. She has welcomed
suggestions for the agility and obedience programs
and worked tirelessly with everyone to determine
what will work best.
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of positive feedback as well as comments which
helped her come up with improvements to the program.
First, Ginny Hayes, lead instructor for Beginners, is
putting together a Headstart Puppy Agility II curriculum that we are launching next block. This will
allow students who have completed the Headstart
Puppy Agility I class to expand their skills with new
exercises and move ahead with their young dogs.
With Ginny focusing on Headstart Puppy Agility
II, Bev Olson will continue to lead the Foundations
program, which has been so successful in helping
older dogs start their agility career. Kristi Portugue
will be joining Bev in helping to improve the format
for Foundations.

Kristi has been openminded and calm in the face
of difficult situations and always has a ready smile
for those with whom she worked and the students
of SPDTC. We are lucky to have Kristi in the club
and look forward to her continuing involvement in
many other roles.
Personally, I would like to thank Kristi for the time
and effort she has spent bringing me up to speed.
She has been incredibly helpful and I look forward
to continuing to tap into her wisdom and expertise.

Agility News
SPDTC held its summer agility trial on Saturday,
Aug. 7 and Sunday, Aug. 8. The trial did not fill and
the weekend was terribly hot and humid, but nonetheless it was an unqualified success.
There are some upcoming changes to the agility
program that resulted from a survey of students
Camay Blakely performed. Camay received lots

Teaching weave poles has always been one of the
most important aspects of agility and Camay is
committed to finding new opportunities for SPDTC
students to learn and practice weaves. Will Koukkari has offered a Weave Boot Camp in the past that
many students have found helpful in improving and
solidifying their dogs’ performance of weave poles.
We are grateful to Will for his past efforts to help
improve weave pole performance. Camay is working
with Will, Ginny and Karl Blakely to provide more
opportunities to focus on weave training and more
opportunities to practice that skill.
(cont. on page 5)
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Training Update (cont.)
(cont. from page 4)
A wonderful seminar opportunity for agility students is also on the horizon. On Saturday, Oct. 30
and Sunday, Oct. 31, 2010, Jacque Hoye will lead a
seminar called A Campout Weekend with Jacque─A
Weekend of Her Best Training Programs. SPDTC
students can register for one or all of the programs
offered and the total cost will be based on the number of programs for which a student registers.
Registration for sessions and payment must be
received by Sept. 30, 2010. The following is the
schedule:
October 30, 2010
8:30–11:30 Puppies (Cost $30)
11:30–12 noon Lunch
12 noon–4 p.m. Getting the Most Out of Your Dog—
Speed, Drive and Motivation (Cost $50)
October 31, 2010
8:30 a.m.–2 p.m. Jumping Techniques for Improved Performance (Cost $60)
2 p.m.–4 p.m. Weave Boot Camp (Cost $25)
Please contact Camay Blakely for more information or to register. This is a great opportunity to
get some additional quality instruction for you and
your dog!

Obedience News
SPDTC’s next obedience trial is coming up October
8, 9 and 10. Volunteering at all trials is fun and
educational. It gives you the opportunity to see how
all your hard work in training can really pay off and
you can watch some wonderful performances.
To enhance the volunteer experience, SPDTC has
started a new obedience stewarding program.
Participants will take a short free class offered prior
to one of the obedience trials. Upon completion of
the class, your name will be placed on a volunteer
list making you eligible to receive a free obedience
class of your choice for each day you volunteer at a
SPDTC show. This is a wonderful way to learn how
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a show is run, become acquainted with how to show
in the ring yourself, meet others in our dog family
and get a free lunch.
If interested, you can e-mail obedience@spdtc.
com and get answers to questions or sign up for
the class. More information will be coming about
the date of the first class.
New titling opportunities are available at SPDTC.
Did you know that we offer Canine Good Citizen
testing at the end of every 10-week Beginner’s session? If interested, you can email us for more information or talk to Karen Coffee on Tuesday nights.
Another new option is the AKC welcoming ALL
dogs in Obedience shows whether they are purebred or mixed breeds. Many of the SPDTC students
who choose to continue in our three-level training
sessions are finding they possess the ability to function at a high level in the ring while bonding with
their best friends.
You do have to register your dog with the AKC before
you can compete. If you have a mixed breed dog and
are thinking about starting to show, feel free to consult your instructor for more information.
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Feature Article

Announcements

by Bob Alexander

Volunteers Needed!

My name is Bob Alexander and this is my dog Ginger. We started training in agility at St. Paul Dog
Training Club in 2002. She was 11 months old and
I thought that we would never get this far. Ginger
earned her MACH on Feb. 7, 2010; she had 35
Double Qs and 751 MACH points.

Obedience Ring Stewards
needed for Oct. 8, 9, and 10.
Please contact us at
volunteer@SPDTC.com
Thank you for your support.

During our course of training, I never thought I
would get this involved in agility, but as I found out
how much fun you can have with your dog I was
hooked.
Ginger may not be my fastest dog, but she has been
the most accurate. Ginger is now semi-retired in
agility, but still enjoys tracking and is a therapy dog.
I would say if you have not tried agility with your
dog, do so. It is fun for you and your dog and the
people are pretty great, too.
S t.
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Calling All Canines for

Doggie Profile
Hey, would you like to see your dog profiled
in the SPDTC Newsletter?
Just send high-resolution photos of your dog
along with your dog’s story to:
momatemyhomework@gmail.com
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I & II
Next blocks start
Thursday, October 28, 2010
I @ 6 p.m.
II @ 7:30 p.m.
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Canine Photo Quest
Please, send high-resolution photos of your
dog or dogs for use in the SPDTC Newsletter.
Photos can be e-mailed to:
momatemyhomework@gmail.com

Thank you!

Say "YUP" to your PUP!

“I told you to send our photos in!!!”

Got
a Brag & Wag?
Just e-mail your B&W to:
momatemyhomework@gmail.com

SPDTC Newsletter Staff
Editor: Chris Hayes
Correspondent: Carol Mehlhaff

